CME-EMP
(Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) -Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP))
McKana, June 13, 2021.
Luke 21:25-28 (KJV)
25 And there shall be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon the earth distress of nations, with
perplexity; the sea and the waves roaring;
26 Men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth: for the powers
of heaven shall be shaken.
27 And then shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.
Isaiah 13:13 (KJV)
13 Therefore I will shake the heavens, and the earth shall remove out of her place, in the wrath of the Lord of hosts, and
in the day of his fierce anger.
-------///////-------

As we have witnessed in our life time, for decades, the prophecies of yesterday becoming the major news,
the headlines of today. The prophecy by our late dear Brother John Paul Jackson gives a detailed
account of the impending CME-EMP activity on the sun in these last days. In the prophecy give by the
Lord to JPJ we see this statement, “Earthquakes will be coming, Earthquake is going to change the tilt
of the Earth. There was the Chili Earthquake and the tilt changed, the Newzeland Earthquake and the tilt
changed, there was the Japan Earthquake and the tilt of the Earth changed. When you start to see the tilt
change, jet streams are going to change, weather pattern is going to change dramatically and countries
are going to experience climatic changes they never experience before and it will cause a lose of crops.
Whether it is fruit crop, wheat crop, grain crops, vegetable crops and you are going to see a lot of change.
Jet streams are going to change because the tilt of the Earth is going to change.
One degree or half a degree change is going to be a change of 100s of miles of change in the
jet stream. When this happen, cracks are going to form in the shields of the Earth. When this happen,
the sun is going to be awaken again and there will be a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) which is going
to wipe out many of the satellites. When that happens, no cellphones, no ATM, no bank transfer, no
TV, Air planes will be misguided and will not be able to land. Landing will be visual.
All this will happen if you don't cry out to God. The moment we cry, He will stop the process.
If it is not a sustained cry, this is coming our way, it is going to happen." (Prophecy - JOHN PAUL
JACKSON. Euro Dollar fall, Iran Russia Ukraine Poland USA EU 2007 Prophecy)
Based on the words of the Lord, on January 20, 2020, we posted:Climate change!
Genesis of Climate change and impacts.
Summary.
1. Earthquake
2. Tilt of the Earth-Pol shift
3. Jet streams
4. Change in the weather
5. Climate change
6. Cracks in the shield of the Earth.
7. Coronal mass Ejection (CME)
8. Lose of communication-No Satellite, No TV, No cellphones, no ATM, No bank transfer
9. Lose of power and what follows from lose of power (light, heat, water, gas etc)
10. No GPS -No flight, no landing.
The Genesis of Climate Change! McKana, JAN 20, 2020 1:39 PM
https://444prophecynews.com/the-genesis-of-climate-change-mckana/

In a message posted here on 444news In June 10, 2021, we see “Just before rising in the morning,
by means of interior locution, I heard the rhema words, “CARRINGTON EVENT.” The Spirit of the
Lord made it known to me that such a solar storm was to come and that this geomagnetic event would
involve a coronal mass ejection (CME) with an electromagnetic pulse
(EMP).(https://444prophecynews.com/a-carrington-event-comes-anno-domini-144k/)
This latest prophetic word is not new, it is rather an alarm that the time is approaching fast for EMP
from the sun to creat chaose in Global scale. One more headache. If not in large global scale, Arial
explosion of nuclear weapons can lead to EMP. This is what the Lord revealed for me few years earlier.
I saw the effect not the explosion.
Today, I saw a scientific article, confirming what is given in the prophecy and the very, very closeness
of the time. Right or wrong, with its controversy surrounding this theory in the article, whether it goes
as they forecasted, here posted is the whole article for all to have a complete understanding of what
they have to say. There is no mention of CME-EMP but what leads to a major solar activity.
The Termination Event
DR.TONY PHILLIPS, JUNE 11, 2021

June 10, 2021: Something big may be about to happen on the sun. “We call it the Termination
Event,” says Scott McIntosh, a solar physicist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR), “and it’s very, very close to happening.”
If you’ve never heard of the Termination Event, you’re not alone. Many researchers have never
heard of it either. It’s a relatively new idea in solar physics championed by McIntosh and colleague Bob
Leamon of the University of Maryland – Baltimore County. According to the two scientists, vast bands
of magnetism are drifting across the surface of the sun. When oppositely-charged bands collide at
the equator, they annihilate (or “terminate”). There’s no explosion; this is magnetism, not antimatter. Nevertheless, the Termination Event is a big deal. It can kickstart the next solar cycle into
a higher gear.

Above: Oppositely charged magnetic bands (red and blue) march toward the sun’s equator where they
annihilate one another, kickstarting the next solar cycle. [full caption]

“If the Terminator Event happens soon, as we expect, new Solar Cycle 25 could have a magnitude
that rivals the top few since record-keeping began,” says McIntosh.

This is, to say the least, controversial. Most solar physicists believe that Solar Cycle 25 will be weak,
akin to the anemic Solar Cycle 24 which barely peaked back in 2012-2013. Orthodox models of the
sun’s inner magnetic dynamo favor a weak cycle and do not even include the concept of “terminators.”
“What can I say?” laughs McIntosh. “We’re heretics!”
The researchers outlined their reasoning in a December 2020 paper in the research journal Solar
Physics. Looking back over 270 years of sunspot data, they found that Terminator Events divide one
solar cycle from the next, happening approximately every 11 years. Emphasis on approximately.
The interval between terminators ranges from 10 to 15 years, and this is key to predicting the solar
cycle.

Above: The official forecast for Solar Cycle 25 (red) is weak; McIntosh and Leamon believe it will be
more like the strongest solar cycles of the past.
“We found that the longer the time between terminators, the weaker the next cycle would be,” explains
Leamon. “Conversely, the shorter the time between terminators, the stronger the next solar cycle would
be.”
Example: Sunspot Cycle 4 began with a terminator in 1786 and ended with a terminator in 1801, an
unprecedented 15 years later. The following cycle, 5, was incredibly weak with a peak amplitude of
just 82 sunspots. That cycle would become known as the beginning of the “Dalton” Grand Minimum.
Solar Cycle 25 is shaping up to be the opposite. Instead of a long interval, it appears to be coming on
the heels of a very short one, only 10 years since the Terminator Event that began Solar Cycle 24.
Previous solar cycles with such short intervals have been among the strongest in recorded history.
These ideas may be controversial, but they have a virtue that all scientists can appreciate: They’re
testable. If the Termination Event happens soon and Solar Cycle 25 skyrockets, the “heretics” may be
on to something. Stay tuned for updates.
https://spaceweatherarchive.com/2021/06/11/the-termination-event/

